The Nature of Wisdom
NOW IN IRELAND!
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AWAKENING TO YOUR LIFE'S PURPOSE THROUGH THE WAY OF THE MEDICINE HORSE
This two-part advanced intensive program is an in-depth exploration of the Way of the Horse
as a profound journey of self-discovery and transformation. With horses as your inspiration
and guides, you will learn life skills for increasing self-awareness, learning to hear your inner
guidance, discover your hidden gifts and begin to access inner peace. NOW will teach you how
to develop an approach to life that enables you to live deeply and awaken to your life’s purpose
in a way that integrates all of the wisdom gained from your life experiences. NOW will show the
way to your personal wisdom.
A maximum of eight (8) carefully chosen individuals will meet for a week on two occasions,
with reading assignments and conference calls in-between weeks. Prior to acceptance in the
program, applicants are encouraged to attend an introductory level workshop.

Week One: March 11 – 17, 2018
Week Two: May 23 - 29, 2018
The overall theme of the program is beautifully described by Sue Monk Kidd in her book,
When the Heart Waits:
“Is it possible, I asked myself, that I am being summoned
from some deep and holy place within?
Am I being asked to enter a passage in the Spiritual life,
the journey from false self to true self?
Am I being asked to dismantle old masks and patterns
and unfold a deeper, more authentic self, the one I intended to be?
Am I being compelled to disturb my inner universe
in quest of the undiscovered being who clamors from within?”
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In response to those questions, The NOW program will focus on teaching you how to take new
tools and expanded self-awareness back into your life, family, relationships, and community.
You will learn how to be more authentic, set healthy boundaries, and actually live from a larger
perspective of who you are and what’s possible for you.

You will learn how to apply Now principals to everyday life:
Congruency over Conformity
Authenticity over Perfection
Adaptability and Inquisitiveness over Methodology
Cost is 1200 euro due at registration to reserve your space
( cost is non-refundable if your space cannot be refilled before the program begins)
1000 euro due February 1, 2018 and 1000 euro due April 1, 2018

For more information contact yvonne@humanhorseharmony.com
Or feel free to call Yvonne on +35386 8312840

